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No denying the Nile and the Congo

Clippers were designed to land on calm waters  
near populous seaports. The narrow banks, swift  
currents and debris of the Nile River posed dangers  
to the 84,000-pound (38,102-kilogram) aircraft  
with its 152-foot (46-meter) wingspan.

But the crew pressed on. Ford reached Leopoldville  
(now Kinshasa in Congo), docking at a rudimentary  
aircraft service facility on the Congo River. 

After the crew had rested and the plane had been  
replenished, it was time to face two of the biggest  
obstacles of the journey home. First, the flying boat  
had to get in the air quickly to avoid nearby rapids and 
waterfalls in the Congo River. Next would come the  
nonstop, 20-hour, 3,583-mile (5,766-kilometer) flight 
across the Atlantic to Natal, Brazil. 

Following that, the crew would stop at Port of Spain,  
Trinidad, before making the final leg of the flight  
to New York. 

Unannounced arrival

In the early morning hours of Jan. 6, 1942, the radio  
operator at LaGuardia Airport received the following 
message: “Pan Am Pacific Clipper, inbound from  
Auckland, New Zealand. Ford reporting. Due arrive  
Marine Air Terminal LaGuardia seven minutes.” 

There was nothing on the day’s manifest about this  
flight, so the unexplained transmission created confusion 
and concern. The Clipper circled the airport for an hour 
waiting for permission to land.

The final landing at LaGuardia marked the completion  
of the 37-day, 18-stop, 31,500-mile (50,694-kilometer) 
west-to-east flight from San Francisco and New Zealand 
to New York. The Clipper had flown for nearly 210 hours, 
crossed the equator four times, flown over five continents 
and three oceans, and stopped in 12 nations.

Upon landing, Pan Am transferred the crew to the  
airline’s Atlantic division, prohibiting their return to  
San Francisco and preventing a full circumnavigation  
of the globe. Regardless, more than 80 years later,  
the record still stands as the longest commercial  
flight by mileage. IQ

FOR THE RECORD

The final landing at LaGuardia marked the completion of the  
37-day, 18-stop, 31,500-mile (50,694-kilometer) west-to-east 
flight from San Francisco and New Zealand to New York.  
The Clipper had flown for nearly 210 hours, crossed the equator 
four times, flown over five continents and three oceans,  
and stopped in 12 nations.

INSIDE IQ 
Watch a Pacific Clipper 
fly before World War II.

Lightening the  
Launch Load
Satellite structures lighten up with  
inventive use of additive manufacturing
BY ED MUIR, BOEING WRITER

Principal Senior Technical Fellow Rich Aston leads a team of  
engineers always trying to build the proverbial better mousetrap.

“We always strive to find new and better ways to innovate,”  
said Aston. “Learning and teaching are core values of our team.”

Applying their knowledge and creativity to inventions, Aston’s team  
created a fully additively manufactured, or 3D-printed, metallic satellite 
spacecraft structure. The structural panels are lighter, require less labor  
and dramatically reduce cycle time compared to the design and 
manufacture of previous structures. 

INNOVATION EXCITATION

Boeing engineer Michael D’Olio monitors  
vibration testing of additively manufactured 
satellite antennas.
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“Our team is often focused on the next project, so it’s  
nice to step back and realize what we’ve accomplished,” 
said engineer Nicole Schoenborn.

The team earned the 2023 Boeing Special Invention 
Award, which recognizes technical innovations that have 
brought new and improved capabilities to aerospace  
and realized significant benefits for the company  
and its customers. IQ

Benefits of this 3D-printed product

n The fabrication lead time for the high-strength 
aluminum used on the structure is days  
rather than months for traditional honeycomb 
composite panels, enabling engineers to  
respond faster and with more agility if  
a customer requests changes. 

n The 3D-printed construction eliminates 
secondary labor operations such as match 
drilling and match bonding. 

n The design features a roughly 99% part  
count reduction, reducing potential supply 
chain strain.

n Structure assembly time is dramatically 
reduced to 53 minutes, compared to weeks  
for a traditional composite design. 

ADDITIVE ASSEMBLIES

Boeing engineer Emily Woods prepares  
a 3D-printed satellite panel for assembly.  
Producing the panels with additive  
manufacturing reduces structure assembly  
time to less than one hour.
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OUTSIDE THE BOX

Rachel Zilz, Woods, Nicole Schoenborn and Rich Aston  
team up to assemble an additively manufactured satellite  
that they designed. The 3D-printed construction  
eliminates secondary labor operations.
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